Cybersecurity that fuels success

COALFIRE AT A GLANCE

Deep experience
• Nearly 20 years in the cybersecurity business
• More than 1,800 government and commercial clients
• Extensive cloud security experience working with 7 of top 10 SaaS and 9 of top 10 IaaS providers

Comprehensive approach
• A broad portfolio of cybersecurity solutions
• One of the largest, most advanced technical testing and simulation teams in the industry

Tech-enabled approach
• Cloud-based CoalfireOne™ enterprise risk and compliance platform, used by more than 1,500 clients

Industry- and client-focused innovators
• 97% client retention year after year
• 11 locations with more than 700 employees
• More than 40 industry certifications and affiliations
• Best practices gleaned from wide-ranging public sector experience, including the Department of Defense

Services that span the cybersecurity lifecycle

The most successful organizations view cybersecurity holistically. Coalfire works with our clients’ revenue, security, and operations leaders to deliver cybersecurity services that help them innovate, differentiate, and ultimately, drive their overall business success.

Security driving business success

BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS
Strategy | Financials | Innovation | Regulations
Competition | Risk appetite

CYBER RISK ADVISORY SERVICES
• Identify areas and scope of business risks.
• Build a remediation plan through best practices.
• Reduce risk of noncompliance, business disruption, lost IP, and damaged reputations.
• Implement policy development, business continuity, incident response, vendor management, and more.

Services
CISO services
Enterprise risk assessment
Business-aligned cybersecurity program strategy
Privacy services

Third-party risk management
Cyber resilience advisory
Cyber remediation program management

OUTCOMES
New revenue streams through innovation
Strategic risk decisions
Security as a differentiator
Integrated security and resiliency
CORPORATE OVERVIEW

TECHNICAL TESTING (COALFIRE LABS)
- Simulate sophisticated real-world attacks.
- Hunt for and uncover hidden threats and risks.
- Understand the impact of potential threats.

Services
- Application security
- IoT security
- Threat modeling and attack simulation
- Red team exercise

SECURE CLOUD SERVICES
- Realize the fastest path to a safe, compliant cloud.
- Incorporate security into every aspect of the cloud.
- Rely on specialized knowledge and experience to secure the cloud with confidence.

Services
- Accelerated cloud engineering
- Cloud security readiness
- Cloud security strategy and maturity assessment

SOLUTIONS ENGINEERING
- Effectively integrate security solutions.
- Optimize the overall security posture.
- Protect organizations from cyber threats.

Services
- Product applicability guides
- Architecture reviews
- Security orchestration, automation, and response
- Vulnerability management
- Continuous monitoring

COALFIREONE℠ PLATFORM
- Get a single dashboard view of security controls, vulnerabilities, compliance, and risk ratings.
- Choose between self-service or full-service automated vulnerability and Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV) scanning.

Close gaps, minimize risk, and successfully achieve objectives.
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